Neurofibrillary tangles in dementia pugilistica are ubiquitinated
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Abstract
Ubiquitin, a protein thought to be involved in the ATP-dependent non-lysosomal degradation of abnormal proteins, has already been identified as a component of neurofibrillary tangles in Alzheimer's disease. We have examined ubiquitin immunoreactivity in a unique collection of brains from 16 ex-boxers including 11 with dementia pugilistica. Neurofibrillary tangles of dementia pugilistica were labelled with an affinity purified antiserum to ubiquitin, and BF10, a monoclonal antibody to a neurofilament epitope.

Dementia pugilistica or punch drunk syndrome is a clinical entity associated with the repeated head trauma sustained during boxing. A characteristic pattern of brain damage was described in an extensive neuropathological study of fifteen retired boxers. Damage to the septum pellucidum, scarring of the cerebellar and cerebral cortex and loss of pigmented neurons in the substantia nigra were seen in many cases. Neurofibrillary tangles, morphologically identical to those seen in Alzheimer's disease, were also seen in large numbers in cases of dementia pugilistica, particularly in the temporal lobe. In contrast to the neuropathological picture seen in Alzheimer's disease, neuritic senile plaques are typically few or absent.

The tangles of dementia pugilistica share antigens with Alzheimer tangles. In a recent study of eight of the cases described by Corsellis et al., antibodies raised against Alzheimer paired helical filaments and neurofilaments were shown to label pugilistica tangles as well as Alzheimer tangles. Alzheimer tangles have been shown to contain epitopes of ubiquitin, a protein believed to play a role in the removal of abnormal and short-lived proteins from the cell. We were interested in investigating whether ubiquitin is a component of tangles in dementia pugilistica.

Patients and methods
Brain material was obtained from sixteen cases, all of whom were retired boxers except one, who was a young man of 22 who died in the ring. Ten of the cases had been described by Corsellis et al. and there were five additional cases. The series included both professional and amateur boxers (table). Frontal and/or temporal lobe material was available from each case. Clinical histories indicated that eleven of the sixteen cases suffered from dementia pugilistica (table).

Sections (20 μm thick) of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded brain material were stained (a) with an affinity purified rabbit antiserum to ubiquitin (as described previously) or (b) with a monoclonal antibody, BF10, which labels a phosphorylated epitope of the medium weight neurofilament protein, NF-M. BF10 has already been shown to label tangles in both Alzheimer's disease and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Year of Birth</th>
<th>Age at Death</th>
<th>Boxing Years</th>
<th>Career Fights</th>
<th>P/A</th>
<th>Frontal Lobe Anti-ubiquitin</th>
<th>BF10</th>
<th>Temporal Lobe Anti-ubiquitin</th>
<th>BF10</th>
<th>Bielschowsky Temporal Lobe Stain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>126/71 (12)</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237/70 (62)</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-/+</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238/72</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>-/+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table: Case details of boxers showing immunolabelling of tangles with anti-ubiquitin BF10 and silver stain*

1Professional/Amateur
2Case number in Corsellis et al (1973)
3Probable Alzheimer's disease
4Died during fight
5Not known
6Not Available
7Unstained
8Weakly stained
9Mildly stained
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Dementia pugilistica. Immunohistochemistry was performed using the streptavidin-biotin-horse radish peroxidase system, employing diaminobenzidine as the chromogen. A temporal lobe section from a case of Alzheimer's disease was included in each experiment as a positive control for the antibodies. Primary antibody was excluded from another section of Alzheimer brain to eliminate the possibility of non-specific reactivity.

Results

Brains from all but one of the demented ex-boxers showed some evidence of neurofibrillary tangle formation following staining with BF10 (fig 1) and also, in most cases, with anti-ubiquitin (fig 2) (table). BF10 generally labelled more tangles and with greater intensity than anti-ubiquitin. Of the five non-demented ex-boxers, three showed BF10-labelling of tangles, but tangles were not visualised with anti-ubiquitin (table). Tangles labelled with BF10 were less numerous in the nondemented cases than in those who had been demented. No relationship between the degree of neuropathology and the number of years of boxing, the number of fights or the professional/amateur status of the ex-boxers was discernible. Some cases showed evidence of senile plaque formation, although plaques tended to be few in number and of an "immature" type. In two cases who were demented (125/71 and 145/74), however, a large number of classical senile plaques and tangles were evident, suggesting Alzheimer's disease.

Discussion

We have now shown that ubiquitin, which is known to be a component of Alzheimer's tangles, is present in the neurofibrillary tangles of dementia pugilistica. Ubiquitin-labelling of tangles in a single case of dementia pugilistica has been noted previously, although no case details were given in that study. Ubiquitin is, at present, the only protein consistently detected in inclusions associated with several neurodegenerative diseases including Lewy bodies in Parkinson's disease, anterior horn cell inclusions in motor neuron disease, Pick bodies of Pick's disease in addition to the tangles of Alzheimer's disease and dementia pugilistica.

We have shown that in many cases of dementia pugilistica more tangles are evident following labelling with BF10, a monoclonal antibody to a neurofilament epitope, than with anti-ubiquitin. The occurrence and immunoreactivity of tangles did not appear to correlate with the length of the boxers' careers, the number of fights or their professional/amateur status. Interestingly, in three of the five non-demented ex-boxers studied, tangles were identified following BF10 staining but were not detectable with anti-ubiquitin. The tangles tended to be less numerous in the non-demented than demented cases. Ubiquitin thus appears to be a component of only a sub-population of tangles in dementia pugilistica. A similar heterogeneity in tangle populations has also been reported in Alzheimer's disease. Brion et al showed that only about half of the Alzheimer tangles identified by labelling with antisera to paired helical filaments were labelled with anti-ubiquitin, even though the majority of isolated SDS-insoluble tangles were ubiquitin labelled.

Tangles labelled with anti-ubiquitin, which labels ubiquitin-protein conjugates, may identify cells where abnormal proteins conjugated to ubiquitin have not been successfully removed by the ubiquitin-dependent proteolytic system. The accumulation of these conjugates may be detrimental to cell function or may simply be indicative of a dying cell. It is possible that dementia may result from the dysfunction of cells bearing ubiquitinated tangles. Cells containing tangles which do not label with anti-ubiquitin may be successfully
processing aberrant proteins and thus maintaining some degree of normal function.

This and a previous immunohistochemical study highlight common constituent proteins in neurofibrillary tangles of Alzheimer's disease and dementia pugilistica. One of the hallmarks for the diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease is the presence of neuritic (PHF and + ubiquitin — containing) plaques with an A4/β protein core. These classic senile plaques, however, are few or absent in most cases of dementia pugilistica, suggesting that the process of tangle formation can occur without neuritic plaque formation. Neurofibrillary tangles occur in the absence of neurtic amyloid plaques in other conditions including sub-acute sclerosing panencephalitis and 18q-syndrome. Deposits of A4 protein, a component of amyloid, have recently been seen immunohistochemically in cases of dementia pugilistica following pretreatment of paraffin sections with formic acid, even though this amyloid is not visible using congo red or standard silver staining techniques.

Brain damage to boxers results from acceleration and deceleration of the brain within the skull, particularly rotational acceleration, which results in the stretching of neurons and blood vessels by sheering forces, as well as linear acceleration which produces focal lesions.

In dementia pugilistica it is likely that tangle formation occurs as a direct result of these damaging forces on neuronal processes. It has been suggested that head trauma may be a factor in the development of Alzheimer's disease, although genetic susceptibility and environmental toxins currently appear to be more favoured as putative causal factors. It is plausible that the aetiological pathways leading to tangle formation in Alzheimer's disease and dementia pugilistica share many common features.
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